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1 Summary of the problem of rough sleepers 

There are now about 1,000 persons sleeping rough in the city of Brighton and Hove, 

(hereafter called the ‘city’) They are heavy users of public services, such as police 

stations (where they may get locked up inappropriately in police cells), housing 

departments, GP surgeries, A&E departments, hospitals, social care, drug and 

alcohol units, criminal justice services, prisons, etc) Each one can cost £100,000 pa 

for most of their life, (totalling £ many millions) until their death at an average age 

of 47 provides a merciful release for both them, public service staff, and the 

taxpayer. 

2 Summary or the proposed solution – Vanguard system 

• Empower the above mentioned health and care authorities to socially 

prescribe  effective interventions which address all the co-determinants of 

health and wellbeing,  including isolation, safe housing, nutritious food, 

employment, detoxification and rehabilitation from addiction, and effective 

talking therapy for mental sickness.  

• Provide Social Prescription Vouchers Accommodation (SPVAs) for rough 

sleepers in books of 10, (see annex 1) which would be cashable in a free market 

(like taxis and pharmacies) to ensure high standards. If they need more, they 

could apply for a repeat prescription.  

• Provide more beds (perhaps 200) for them in licenced Community Homes 

(CMs),  

• Provide each of them with 3 nutritious meals per day, sourced from supermarket 

waste. 

• Provide employment and volunteering opportunities, so that they recover their 

self esteem. 

• Under a separate, but connected scheme, provide Social Prescription 

Vouchers Treatment (SPVTs) for effective treatment for addiction at 



Community Care Centres (CCCs)  (as described in the companion Vanguard 

manifesto for a primary Mental Health Service (MHS) published as paper 9.114 of 

www.reginaldkapp.org) 

3 What would be the outcome of this intervention? 

• For rough sleepers (and other mentally sick)  improved health and wellbeing.  

• For citizens and tourists improved amenity and reduced health 

inequalities.   

• For those working with rough sleepers (police, GPs, A&E departments, hospitals  

prisons, dry houses, etc, empowerment to discharge them into safe 

accommodation (rather than back onto the streets)  thereby reducing bed 

blocking, and inappropriately locking them in police cells overnight. 

• Spending the £6,600 Rough Sleepers Social Impact Bond (see paragraph 

35) on 30 rough sleepers (totalling £198,000) could provide each of them with 11 

weeks free accommodation and meals and 75 hours of effective treatment, 

which would enable most of them to get a turning point to exit the revolving 

door of relapsing. 

• Spending the £5.5mpa that the Council now spends on rough sleepers could 

provide 1,000 of them with the same interventions as a) above, with the same 

outcomes, and create 160 permanent full time jobs at 1.5 times the living wage, 

plus 500 voluntary jobs in licenced community homes (CHs)  

• Spending the £2.3 mpa Locally Commissioned Service (LCS) budget of the CCG 

on treatment in Community Care Centres (CCC) could provide an additional 70 

full time jobs and 200 more voluntary jobs. 

• We estimate (paragraph 33) that every £1 invested in SPVAs and SPVTs 

combined would save £3 overall in public sector costs. 

4 How many people are now rough sleeping in the city?  

According to Larissa Reed’s report ‘Using empty Council buildings for rough sleepers’ 

dated 4.5.17, there were 775 rough sleepers in the city in 2014/15, and 

homelessness is increasing at 16%pa. To meet the Council’s policy (adopted in 

2015) of ending the need for rough sleeping by 2020,  this paper plans to 

provide 1,000 more beds  by 2020. 

5 What are the needs of rough sleepers? 

• Safe and secure temporary accommodation for up to 10 days at a time, while 

they find appropriate longer term accommodation. 



• Good food and drink so their body gets adequate nourishment. 

• Avoidance of drug, alcohol, and substance misuse, so that their body detoxes.  

• Employment, including volunteering opportunities, to recover their self worth and 

self esteem. 

• Treatment for their mental sickness and addiction, which is not available from 

existing services. This need is addressed in Vanguard’s companion manifesto for 

a new Mental Health Service (MHS) dated 22.4.17 published as 9.114 on 

www.reginaldkapp.org. 

6 What accommodation does the Council provide for homeless people 

now? 

The Council has: 

• More than 13,000 council homes, which are mostly managed by housing 

associations, but there is a waiting list of over 20,000, and they pledge to 

build 1,000 more by 2020.  

• Some hostels, but not nearly enough to meet the demand. The standard is 

low, and some rough sleepers say that they do not feel safe in them, and 

would rather sleep on the street. 

• Emergency accommodation that they open when the temperature drops 

below freezing for 3 nights in a row. 

7 What accommodation do other organisations provide now? 

• St Patrick’s night shelter in Cambridge Rd Hove has about 50 beds,  

• Emmaus in Portslade also has about 50 beds.  

• Some churches allow people to sleep in them.  

• There are also women’s refuges, and other provision, but the numbers of 

homeless on the street is visible proof that there is not nearly enough. There 

is also insufficient co-ordination between third sector provision with 

mainstream public services, which this scheme plans to remedy.  

8 What about travellers? 

The Council provides a few legal traveller sites (such as at Horsdean, north of the 

bypass in Patcham) but they only have a few pitches. Many people sleep illegally in 

vehicles parked in the street (such as the west end of Kingsway, Hove). Some 

people pitch tents illegally in parks and public spaces. Many people sleep (legally) on 

the beach.  



9 What accommodation is provided for addicts? 

Cranstoun / Pavillions hold a contract with the Council to provide drug and alcohol 

services for addicts, including rough sleepers. They have a few dry houses in which 

addicts can stay for up to a few weeks at a time to detoxify, but not nearly enough 

beds to meet the demand. They have nowhere to discharge rough sleeping addicts 

except back on to the streets, where they tend to relapse back into their addiction, 

so go round and round into a revolving door.  

10 What treatment is provided to detoxify rough sleepers? 

There is plenty of provision in the private sector for those who can pay (around £300 

per day) but there is virtually none provided free at the point of use for those who 

can’t pay. Rough sleepers are caught in a catch 22. They have no address so cannot 

open a bank account, so cannot receive benefit cheques. They cannot access 

treatment because they cannot register with a GP (although a new service is said to 

be opening at Morley St Brighton, which may remedy this) Generally, the NHS 

mental health services refuse to treat addicts, requiring them to be clean and dry 

before admitting them to talking therapy, which is why Vanguard’s new system of 

treatment is needed. 

11 How does Vanguard propose to end the need for rough sleeping by 

2020? 

Create a licencing system whereby beds, meals, employment (and treatment under 

a companion scheme) can be provided in Community Homes (CHs) by anybody 

with spare accommodation (like Airbnb) or empty buildings, (like hostels) in 

exchange for Socially Prescribed Vouchers Accommodation (SPVAs) rather 

than money.  

12 Who could apply for a licence for a Community Home (CH)? 

Anyone who has spare accommodation, such as a spare room in their house. Empty 

property (such as Sussex House and the 21 empty Council buildings listed in Larissa 

Reed’s report, and also redundant churches, like St Leonards, Aldrington) could be 

adapted as a licenced Community Home (CHs) This would create a free market in 

CHs, and improve the standard of hostels, which is poor now. This is because there 

is an acute shortage of beds, but no competition, so anything goes, and the Council 

is being ripped off. 

13 Who could prescribe Socially Prescribed Vouchers (SPVs)  

Any registered health and social care worker, (such as GPs, A&E doctors, social 

workers, health visitors, prison governors, police inspectors) who comes into contact 



in the course of their work with rough sleepers, or those at high risk of becoming 

homeless.  

14 What could the rough sleeper do with the SPVA they have been 

prescribed? 

The SPVA would include a list of all licenced CHs on the back (see annex 1) so rough 

sleepers can shop around the city for a suitable one of their choice, and stay there. 

Each SPVA is valid for one day (24 hours) so a book of 10 lasts 10 days and nights.    

15 Why not just give them the money (say £44) to pay for a hostel bed? 

This is the problem with giving money to beggars. Addicts often have such an 

irresistible craving for the alcohol or drugs they are addicted to that they tend to 

spend it on their fix, rather than the bed. This keeps them addicted, and defeats the 

purpose of this intervention, which is to change their addicted behaviour to go ‘cold 

turkey’, and live clean and dry. 

16 Would the SPVAs be transferrable? 

No. The prescriber would write the name and date of birth of the rough sleeper on 

the SPVA, who would have to prove identity, (or be given an identity document with 

perhaps a photo or fingerprint) so that the SPVAs could not be traded in a market, 

which would defeat the purpose. 

17 How would licensees be paid to accommodate rough sleepers? 

In arrears, in the same way that pharmacies are paid for providing drugs on 

prescription. Licencees would collect the used SPVAs, and present them to the 

Council monthly in arrears. They would be paid at the tariff rate by bank transfer.  

18 Specification for a Community Home (CH) 

Big ones would be like youth hostels, or other hostels (see www.yha.com, 

www.safespace.com )   

• A house, or section of a building (which could be an existing empty building, such 

as those mentioned above) but fitted with beds in single, double, and 

dormitories.  

• Bedroom doors should be lockable, so that residents can sleep without fear of 

being disturbed while they sleep. 

• Safes should be provided, so that residents can lock up their valuables securely, 

without fear that they will be robbed. 

• A kitchen in which food can be prepared for the residents use. 



• A kitchen for the staff, so that free meals can be provided meals for residents 

and visitors. 

• A sitting and dining area for residents and visitors. 

• An office for managers and administrators. 

• Accommodation for residential staff (4 managers on shift), as the administrators 

and chefs do not live in.  

19 Could individual home owners open up their spare room as a CH? 

Yes, as Airbnb providers do for money. However, unlike Airbnb, they would be 

subject to Council set standards and inspection, and licenced. They would be paid by 

the Council in arrears for providing this service, perhaps in a similar way that the 

Council funds foster homes for children in its care. CHs could also provide a lonely 

and isolated home owner with the healing benefit of the company of a lonely and 

isolated rough sleeper, thereby reducing the need for new homes to be built. 

20 What advice services would be provided at big CHs and CCCs? 

• Peer support mentoring if prescribed, from a buddy, who would shadow them 

for the duration of the SPVA (10 days) and help them to access the services 

provided to get clean and dry, stay that way, and not relapse. 

• Effective signposting to more permanent housing support, such as hostels, dry 

houses,  build-your-own home schemes, social housing, etc 

• Employment in CCCs and CHCs, where they could work for their living initially 

as a volunteer, and recover their feeling of self worth, and self esteem. 

Eventually they might move into paid employment, as recruitment would be 

mainly from former clients as far as possible.   

21 What is the legal basis for the Vanguard scheme? 

All the necessary building blocks (legal, institutional, policy, funding) are in place for 

this innovative solution, as follows, so all that is needed is the political will to 

implement it, and sign contact documents and cheques 

• The Health and Social Care Act 2012 created Health and Wellbeing Boards 

(HWBs) in every Council, and made their elected councillors statutorily 

responsible for the health budget administered by the Clinical Commissioning 

Groups (CCGs) (about £400mpa in 2017/18 in the city) 

• The Homelessness Act was signed on 27.4.17 requiring Councils to look after 

rough sleepers. 



• Brighton and Hove City Council resolved (end 2015) the policy to ‘end the need 

for rough sleeping by 2020’. 

• A petition launched by John Hadman calling on the council to open emergency 

accommodation before the temperature drops to freezing got 4,150 signatures, 

and the following 36 page report ‘Using Empty Council Buildings for Rough 

Sleepers’ by Larissa Reed was accepted by the Policy and Resources (P&R) 

committee on 4.5.17. They unanimously agreed to form a cross party group of 

councillors (including voluntary sector, on which Vanguard seeks representation) 

to consider the possible use of 21 empty buildings listed, (hence this manifesto)  

• Health secretary Jeremy Hunt, pledged (7.5.17) recruitment of 10,000 more 

mental health workers in the NHS by 2020. These should include meditation 

leaders who are presently treating the mentally sick and addicts in the private 

sector, and who could in future be working in this new Mental Health Service 

(MHS) under licence.  

22 What is a typical day at a big CHC with about 30 beds? 

0700 Chef gets up and makes breakfast for the residents and staff. 

0730 -0830 Breakfast served for 40 residents and visiting non residents (soup 

kitchen) 

0830 Manager allocates residents to Community Care Centres (CCCs) for courses, 

volunteering, peer support mentors, who collect their mentee and depart for CCCs 

(as described in the other Vanguard manifesto, see paper 9.114 of 

www.reginaldkapp.org ). 

0900 Chef appoints volunteers to do the chores, washing up breakfast, cleaning, 

collecting food from local supermarkets and restaurants, preparing lunch. 

1000 and rest of day. Duty manager arranges for relocation of his residents to more 

appropriate accommodation. Administrator logs the changes, and fills in the 

paperwork. 

1300 Chef serves lunch to 40 residents and non residents. 

1400 Chef supervises volunteers in washing up, cleaning, collecting food from local 

supermarkets and restaurants, preparing supper. 

1800 Chef serves supper to 40 residents and non residents. 

1900 Chef supervises volunteers in washing up, cleaning. 



2300 and throughout the night.  Police bring in new residents who they have picked 

up drunk or drugged, or who have been referred from A&E. Duty manager logs them 

in, and gives them a bed.  

23 How many staff would a big CHC with 30 beds need? 

• A manager, and 3 deputy managers, as one has to be on duty 24/7 (168 hours 

per week). 

• A chef and 1 deputy chefs, as one has to be on duty from 0700-1900 (12 hours) 

7 days per week (84 hours per week) 

• An administrator and 1 deputy administrator, as one has to be on duty from 

0900-1900 (10 hours) 7 days per week (70 hours per week) 

24 What would be the annual cost of a big CH of 30 beds? 

•  4 managers at £20 per hour, (£40kpa) = £160kpa,   

• 2 administrators at £10 per hour (£20kpa) = £40kpa. 

• Total salaries £200kpa. 

• Cost of electricity, gas, water, telephone, broadband, rates, etc, say £40kpa. 

• Total annual cost £240kpa. 

25 What would be the cost per rough sleeper accommodated? 

Assuming that the annual occupancy of the Community Home (CHs) is 50% of the 

number of beds licenced, namely 366days per year X 0.5 = 183days per year X30 

beds per CH = 5,500 bed nights pa occupied per CH. The annual cost per bed is 

£240kpa/30 = £8kpa, and the daily cost per bed occupied would then be 

£240kpa/5,500 = £44. This may sound expensive, but if the present average annual 

cost per rough sleeper is £50kpa in public sector costs of hospital admissions and 

criminal justice, the saving to the council would be £40kpa.  

26 What would the tariff rates to licencees who provide this CH service? 

• Bed for a night in a Community home would be £44, so the CH would break even 

if they were paid this, and achieved a 50% annual occupancy rate. 

• Peer support mentoring would be provided at £100 per day, which would be paid 

to the mentors, who would be a recovered addicts, so knows how to relate to the 

client.   

27 What would the tariff price be for hot meals? 



Assuming that the food was obtained free from the surplus from supermarkets, the 

cost of providing the meals would be the salaries of the 2 chefs at say  £15 per hour, 

(£30kpa) = £60kpa. Assuming that the tariff price for a hot lunch or supper is 

roughly the same as a café price of £6 per meal, they would have to provide 

£60kpa/6 = 10,000 meals pa to break even on the meals. This is 10,000/365 = 28 

meals per day, say 14 lunches and 14 suppers daily. If they provided more meals 

than this, they would make a surplus. Open book accounting would be used, so that 

what is spent would be transparent, to protect the taxpayer. 

28 What would the tariff price be per bed night on the Social Prescription 

Voucher Accommodation (SPVA)? 

On the above basis, £44 per bed night and £6 for each hot meal (lunch and supper) 

= £56. A book of 10 would cost the Council £560.  

29 On what contract basis would this scheme be awarded? 

Unlike present Council block contracts for services, which are performance based 

for fixed annual amounts, and are provider centred, this scheme is based on an 

outcome based contract, and payment by results,  which protects the taxpayer, 

and incentivises the licencee to provide a good service, otherwise he goes out of 

business.  

30 How much of this intervention would be required to get rough sleepers 

detoxed and back to normal health and wellbeing? 

This is hard to answer, as it also depends on them getting effective treatment for 

their mental sickness. However, assuming that they access the treatment 

interventions provided under the companion manifesto for Community care Centres, 

(which is for 10 weeks of Mindfulness Based Cognitive Therapy (MBCT) course and 

supporting meditations), we believe that half of them will have a turning point, and a 

good chance of healing within this time.  If they repeat the course, half of them will 

have a turning point, and so on. 

31 What take up would you expect in the first year? 

We assume that the average rough sleeper accepting SPVAs would take beds for 80 

nights (11 weeks) costing 80 X £44=£3,520 each, 100 hot meals @£6= £600, and 

take a peer support mentor for 30 days @£100 = £3,000, total £7120. 

To this should be added the costs of the average rough sleeper accepting SPVTs, 

which is 2 courses, each of 10 days over 10 weeks annually, costing £1,000 per 

course, total £2,000pa. Combined cost £9,120. 

32 How much would this scheme cost the Council annually? 



Assuming that the take up is half of the 1,000 annually, namely 500 rough sleepers 

annually, then all the above 1,000 would receive this intervention over the 2 years to 

2020. This would cost the Council 500 X £7,120 = £3.56mpa, which is less than the 

amount spent on rough sleepers now, which is £5.5mpa.  

33 Would the total amount spent on rough sleepers increase or reduce 

with this scheme? 

The objective of this scheme is to cure rough sleepers of their addiction, and thereby 

reduce their cost to public services, which can be as much as £100,000pa. If 500 are 

treated pa costing £7,120pa each, the total cost would be £3.56mpa. If their 

average cost to public services is now £50,000pa, and half of them (250) are cured 

by the intervention, the savings in reduced GP, A&E, and criminal justice costs would 

be 250X £50,000 = £12.5mpa. The net savings would therefore be £12.5 - £3.5 = 

£9 mpa. Each £1 invested would thus save £3.  

    

    

    

    

34 What outcome can we expect if this scheme is not implemented? 

The number of rough sleepers would probably continue to rise at 16% pa, which 

doubles in about 5 years, as present interventions for rough sleepers are clearly not 

working effectively.  

35 What about the Rough Sleepers Social Impact Bond? 

Minute 145 of the city’ Policy and Resources committee on 23.3.17 recorded that in 

Dec 2016 the Department of Communities and Local Government (DCLG) awarded a 

‘Rough sleepers social impact bond’ of nearly £1 m (£983,782) ‘to drive innovative 

approaches to tackle entrenched rough sleeping among a cohort of 150 entrenched 

rough sleepers each individually identified, (£6,600 each) in partnership with 4 other 

councils (Hastings, Eastbourne, Adur and Arun).  

36 What could this do for our rough sleepers? 

Presumably the city’s share would be one fifth, (£198,000) for 30 of our rough 

sleepers at £6,600. This would fund each rough sleeper for 100 accommodation 

SPVs @ £56 for 100 days (14 weeks) accommodation and meals costing £5,600, 

plus a treatment SPV for 10 days of meditation (one day per week over 10 weeks) at 

a Community Care Centre for £1,000. This combination of accommodation and 

treatment could provide an effective turning point for most of the 30.  

37 What evidence is there that this intervention can be a turning point? 



Many hardened criminals have been turned round by the MBCT course, such as 

Dave O’Brien, who features in the House of Lords Mindful Nation UK report dated 

20.10.15 (www.themindfulinitiative.org.uk) when he realised that his criminal record 

was an asset (rather than a liability). He is now giving keynote addresses to 

conferences, where I heard him speak in Chester in July 2015.   

38 How did Dave O’Brien get his turning point? 

He and 30 other drug addicts and dealers were given a free MBCT course with 

Breathworks Manchester in spring 2011. On 5.4.11 he and 4 others (including 

Steve…) presented at a Department of Health NW conference with Ruth Passman, 

NHS England health inequalities director.  

39 Why not just treat the 30 entrenched rough sleepers? 

This would be a good start, but there are 1,000 rough sleepers and more than 

30,000 addicts in the city, all of whom have the statutory right under the NHS 

constitution to effective talking therapy for their condition (see other papers on 

section 9 of www.reginaldkapp.org) .  

40 What proposals for Community Care Centres have Vanguard made to 

date? 

We have already made the following proposals for CCCs as shown in table 1 below. 

More details are shown on www.sectco.org.uk, and www.thevanguard.org.  

TABLE 1 PROPOSED COMMUNITY CARE CENTRES ATTACHED TO 

SURGERIES AND CLUSTERS  

No CCC at  Surgeries Cluster Sq 
m 

1 Essence, 86 Church Rd Hove B H & W B, Trinity,  6 50 

2 187b Portland Rd Hove Wish Park 4 67 

3 The Bevy, 50 Hillside Bevendean Avenue 2 60 

 Building in Rottingdean St Lukes, Rottingdean and 
Saltdean 

2  

 Building in Patcham Warmedean, Carden 3 and 5  

     

 

41 Where will you get the staff for these CCCs? 

SECTCo has already trained 50 MBCT facilitators to run our MBCT course and 

supporting meditations, some of whom would welcome a job working on this 

scheme. Health secretary Jeremy Hunt announced (7.5.7) that 10,000 more mental 

health staff would be recruited before 2020, and our facilitators would like to be 

considered. 



42 How many new jobs would be created with £5.5mpa? 

Assuming that the £5.5mpa that the Council now spends on rough sleepers was 

spend as described here, at an average salary of £33,000 pa (double the living 

wage) 160 permanent full time jobs would be created, who would supervise an 

estimated additional 1,000 voluntary jobs. 

43 Conclusion   

Providing accommodation for rough sleepers is an essential pre-requisite for 

healing, but equally important is effective treatment at CCCs. We therefore 

recommend that the Council and Clinical Commissioning Group (CCG) set up two 

parallel schemes as follows: 

• Social Prescribed Vouchers for Accommodation (SPVA) valued at £56 

per night in books of 10, normally taken as 10 successive nights in licenced 

Community homes (CHs) as described in this manifesto.  

• Social Prescribed Vouchers for Treatment (SPVT) valued at £100 per 

day in books of 10 for £1,000, entitling the bearer to 75 hours of treatment, 

normally taken as one whole day er week for 10 successive weeks at a 

licenced Community Care Centre (CCC) as shown in the companion 

manifesto published on paper 9.114 of www.regianldkapp.org.. 

Holders of SPVAs and SPVTs would be entitled and encouraged to work as a 

volunteer in both  CHs and CCCs, who would get not only free labour, but also be 

paid £10 per day as an incentive to employ them, as part of their treatment, to re-

establish their self esteem. 

44  Action to implement the ending of the need for rough sleeping by 2020 

• The Council officers should draft specifications for the standards of 

Community Homes (CHs) which could be similar to those for Houses in 

Multiple Occupation -HMOs, and taxis. 

• Publish this specification and tariff rates with invitations to apply for a licence 

to open a CHC. This could be similar to the scheme for licencing scheme for 

CCCs shown on paper 9.112 of www.reginaldkapp.org.  

• Award licences to those applicants who are compliant. 

• Issue  books of Social Prescribed Vouchers Accommodation (SPVAs) to all 

authorised staff who work with rough sleepers. 

• Set up a payment system by which CH licencees can claim reimbursement at 

the tariff rates from the Council.  



 

Annex 1 

Draft Social Prescription Voucher Accommodation 

(SPVA) for accommodation, food and 

employment 

Name of prescriber…………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Organisation of prescriber…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Date of issue of this 

prescription………………………………………………………………………….. 

Number of this 

prescription…………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

Name of recipient…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Date of birth of recipient………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Password of recipient………………………………………………………………………………………. 

Gender of recipient   Male        Female 

Community Home (CH) Bed for night taken………………………………………….date (day 

before/after) 

Address of CH………………………………………………………………..Registered number of 

CH………….. 

Lunch………………….. Supper………………………………taken  

Peer support 

mentor……………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

Employment provided  

at………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

For CH use.  

For recipients use. 



This Social Prescribed Voucher Accommodation (SPVA) may be exchanged for free 

accommodation, meals and employment opportunities at any of the following 

licenced  Community Homes (CHs) 

22, Saxon Rd Hove BN3 4LE, 01273 417997, johnkapp@btinternet.com 

3, Boundary Rd Hove BN3 4EH, 07777 888999 

86, Church Rd Hove BN3 2EB,  

187b Portland Rd Hove BN3 5JA 

………………………………………………………. 

                                                                                        

 

 


